In this paper we define a new cohomology for multiplicative Hom-associative algebras, which generalize Hochschild cohomology and fits with deformations of Hom-associative algebras including the structure map α. It is a generalization of the known Hochschild-type cohomology for Hom-associative algebras [AEM11]. Moreover, we provide various observations and similarly a new cohomology of Hom-bialgebras extending the Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology for Hom-bialgebras given in [DM17] .
Introduction
The first instances of Hom-type algebras appeared when q-deforming algebras of vector fields like Witt and Virasoro algebras, that is replacing usual derivation by Jackson derivation, see [HLS06] . Hom-associative algebras, generalizing associative algebras, were introduced in [MS08] . The main feature of Hom-type algebras is that classical identities are twisted by a homomorphism, usually denoted by α. Many concepts and results were extended to Hom-type algebras. An attempt of building a cohomology for Hom-associative algebras together with a deformation theory were considered in [MS10] . In [AEM11] , a Hochschild-type cohomology complex was constructed for multiplicative Hom-associative algebras. This cohomology fitted with a 1-parameter formal deformation theory where the multiplication is deformed and the structure map kept fixed.
In this paper a new type of Hochschild cohomology is provided for Hom-associative algebras and Hom-bialgebras, taking into account the structure map α. It deals with pairs in the complex and allows to study deformations, where the product but also the structure map α are deformed. This is why we call this cohomology α-type Hochschild cohomology. This approach can also be extended to other types of Hom-algebras, we will consider the case of Hom-Lie algebras in a forthcoming paper.
The paper is organized as follows. First we recall some basics, the definitions of Homassociative algebras and Hom-coalgebras, as well as their corresponding module and comodule structures. In Section 3, we define the α-type Hochschild cohomology complex and provide some observations. We compute this cohomology for associative algebras, viewed as Hom-associative algebra (α = id), and show how it relates to the cohomology given in [AEM11] . Moreover, we study its behaviour under Yau twist, give a way of computing it if α is invertible and discuss its corresponding L ∞ -structure. In Section 4, we show that deformations of a Hom-associative algebras, including deformation of the structure map, are governed by this new cohomology. In Section 5, we compute the cohomology for some examples. Finally, in Section 6, we extend this cohomology to the Hom-bialgebras case, by providing a cohomology complex. A complete study for Hom-bialgebras will be done in a different paper.
Preliminaries
Let K be a field of characteristic 0. One could also consider a commutative ring here or a field of another characteristic, but for the sake of simplicity we stick to this case. All vector spaces and algebras will be considered over this field. We begin with the definition of Hom-associative algebras, which originates along with the definitions of other types of Hom-algebras in [MS08] .
Definition 1 (Hom-(associative) algebra). A Hom-associative algebra (A, µ, α), is a vector space A, with a linear map α : A → A, called the structure map, and a linear map µ : A ⊗ A → A, called multiplication, such that µ • (id ⊗α) = µ • (α ⊗ id).
(
It is called multiplicative if α is an algebra morphism, i.e.
Note that this property is not required by all authors. In this paper however, we will consider only multiplicative Hom-associative algebras and simply call them Hom-associative algebras. A unit is an element ½ ∈ A such that µ(½ ⊗ id) = α = µ(id ⊗½) and α(½) = ½.
Note that the unit can also be considered as a map K → A determined by 1 K → ½ A , what we will do in the following if it is convenient. Usually we write xy or x · y for µ(x ⊗ y), so the Hom-associativity becomes α(x)(yz) = (xy)α(z) for all x, y, z ∈ A, and the condition for the unit ½ · x = α(x) = x · ½.
A morphism of Hom-associative algebras (A, µ A , α A ) and (B, µ B , α B ) is a linear map ϕ : A → B, such that ϕ • α A = α B • ϕ and µ B • (ϕ ⊗ ϕ) = ϕ • µ A .
The tensor product of two Hom-associative algebras is again a Hom-associative algebra, with multiplication given by (a ⊗ b)(a ′ ⊗ b ′ ) = (aa ′ ) ⊗ (bb ′ ) and structure map α ⊗ β.
Remark 2 (Yau twist). Let (A, µ, α) be a Hom-associative algebra and γ : A → A be an algebra morphism, then (A, γ • µ, γ • α) is again a Hom-associative algebra, which we denote by A γ .
If a Hom-associative algebra is of the form A γ for an associative algebra A and an endomorphism γ of it, we call it of associative-type.
Proposition 3. Let (A, µ, α) be a Hom-associative algebra such that α is invertible, then A α −1 is an ordinary associative algebra. So A is of associative-type.
Proof. Follows directly from the previous remark.
Definition 4 (Derivation, α-derivation). Given a Hom-associative algebra A, a derivation is a linear map ϕ : A → A such that ϕ(xy) = ϕ(x)y + xϕ(y)
and an α-derivation is a linear map ϕ : A → A, such that ϕ(xy) = ϕ(x)α(y) + α(x)ϕ(y).
For a derivation or an α-derivation ϕ we have 2α(ψ(½)) = ψ(½), from which one can only conclude that ψ(½) is an eigenvector of α with eigenvalue 1 2 . However if ϕ(½) = 0, which is usually the case, we get ϕ(α(x)) = ϕ(½x) = ϕ(½)α(x) + α(½)ϕ(x) = α(ϕ(x)), so α and ϕ commute. We want to give an example of α-derivation, where ϕ(½) = 0. Consider the polynomial algebra K[x] and the morphism α of it, determined by α(x) = 1 2 x. On the Homassociative algebra (K[x], ·, α) obtained by Yau twist with α, we define an α-derivation by ϕ(p) = xα(p) for p ∈ K [x] . In fact ϕ(p) · α(q) = α(xα(p)α(q)) = 1 2 xα 2 (pq) = α(p) · ϕ(q) and ϕ(p · q) = xα 2 (pq) for p, q ∈ K [x] .
For later use, we also define conjugate α-derivation.
Definition 5 (conjugate α-derivation). Let A be a Hom-associative algebra, such that α is invertible. Then a linear map ϕ : A → A is called a conjugate α-derivation if it satisfies
Obviously if α and ϕ commute a conjugate α-derivation is the same as an α-derivation. For a conjugate α-derivation ϕ, one has ϕ(½) = 0.
Dually to the concept of Hom-associative algebras, there exists also the concept of Hom-coassociative coalgebra.
Definition 6 (Hom-(coassociative) coalgebra). A Hom-(coassociative) coalgebra (C, ∆, β) is a vector space C with a linear map β : C → C, called the structure map, and a comultiplication ∆ : C → C ⊗ C, which satisfies
It is called comultiplicative if ∆ • (β ⊗ β) = β • ∆. In this paper we only consider comultiplicative Hom-coalgebras and simply call them Hom-coalgebras. A counit is a map ǫ :
We denote the structure map here by β and not by α, since when dealing with bialgebras we want to distinguish them.
Remark 7. Given a Hom-coalgebra (C, ∆, β) and an endomorphism γ : C → C, the triple (C, ∆γ, βγ) is a again a Hom-coalgebra. We call it the Yau twist of C by γ. If a Homcoalgebra is the Yau twist of a coassociative coalgebra, we call it of associative-type.
Definition 8 (Hom-(associative) bialgebra). A Hom-(associative) bialgebra is tuple (A, µ, ∆, ½, ǫ, α, β) such that (A, µ, ½, α) is a Hom-associative algebra, (A, ∆, ǫ, β) is a Hom-coalgebra and they are compatible in the sense that ∆ is a Hom-algebra morphism and µ is a Hom-coalgebra morphism. Also the unit is assumed to be a Hom-coalgebra morphism and the counit a Hom-algebra morphism. We also require that α and β commute. Written as identities, this means
Often only the case where α = β or β = α −1 is considered, but here we distinguish between the two structure maps since it will make the construction of the cohomology clearer.
By a morphism between two Hom-bialgebras A and B, we mean a linear map ϕ : A → B, which is a morphism of the corresponding Hom-algebra and Hom-coalgebra structures.
Remark 9 (Yau twist). Let γ be a morphism of a Hom-bialgebra (A, µ, ∆, ½, ǫ, α, β), then also (A, γµ, ∆, ½, ǫ, γα, β), (A, µ, ∆γ, ½, ǫ, α, γβ) and (A, γµ, ∆γ, ½, ǫ, γα, γβ) are Hombialgebras.
A Hom-bialgebra H is called a Hom-Hopf algebra if it possesses an antipode, i.e. an anti-homomorphism S : H → H which satisfies, µ(S ⊗ id)∆ = α½ǫβ = µ(id ⊗S)∆. There is also the concept of Hom-Hopf algebras, where the condition for the antipode is relaxed, see e.g. [LGMT18] , but we will not need this in the sequel.
Modules, Comodules and Bimodules
In this section we give the basic definitions and properties of modules and bimodules for Hom-associative algebras, and dually comodules for Hom-coalgebras.
Definition 10 (Hom-algebra module). Let (A, µ, α) be a Hom-associative algebra and (M, β) be a Hom-module, i.e. a vector space M with a linear map β :
Since we are considering multiplicative Hom-associative algebras, we also assume
This property is called multiplicativity.
Similarly one can define a right A-module. Obviously A is an A-module, where the action is giving by the multiplication in A.
Definition 11 (Hom-algebra bimodule). Let A be a Hom-associative algebra, then an A-bimodule is a Hom-module (M, β), with two maps ρ :
such that ρ is a left and λ a right module structure and
It is easy to see that if V is an A-bimodule then A ⊕ V is a Hom-associative algebra. Given a Hom-coassociative coalgebra one can regard its comodules, dual to the case of Hom-associative algebras and modules.
Definition 12 (Hom-coalgebra comodule). Let (C, ∆, β) be a Hom-coalgebra and (M, γ) be a Hom-module, with a map ρ :
We also assume that it is comultiplicative, i.e.
Similarly one can define a right C-comodule.
Definition 13 (Hom-coalgebra bicomodule). Let (C, ∆, β) be a Hom-coalgebra, then a C-bicomodule is a Hom-module (M, γ), with two maps ρ : M → A ⊗ M and λ : M ⊗ A → M ⊗ A, a ⊗ m → m · a, such that ρ is a left and λ a right comodule structure and
Let A be a Hom-bialgebra then the tensor product of two A-modules M and N is again an A-module, where the action is given by ( 
Here we made use of the Sweedler notation, i.e. ∆a = a (1) ⊗ a (2) , where on the right hand side there is an implicit sum.
Note that given three or more A-modules the module structure on the tensor product depends in general on the bracketing of the modules, i.e. (M 1 ⊗M 2 )⊗M 3 is not isomorphic to M 1 ⊗ (M 2 ⊗ M 3 ), since the comultiplication is not coassociative. But we can define an action on tensor products with more factors independent of the bracketing by including β in the definition. We will briefly recall this here for details see [DM17] . For this we define ∆ 2 β = ∆ and ∆
This satisfies ∆
Let (M i , ρ i ) be A-modules then the action on
Here τ (2,n) denotes the permutation (1, . . . , 2n) → (1, n + 1, 2, n + 2, . . . ). We also have
If all the M i are bimodules the tensor product is again a bimodule. Similarly the tensor product of comodules is again in a comodule.
3 α-type Hochschild cohomology of Hom-associative algebras
In this section we define a cohomology for Hom-associative algebras, which takes also into account the structure map α. We will see that it is a generalization of the cohomology which is usually considered, see [AEM11] . The complex is different from the one used for the Hochschild cohomology, in the sense that the cochains are given by pairs. In the case of associative algebras, i.e. α = id, it is completely determined by the Hochschild cohomology, but in the general case it contains more information. It extends the cohomology given in [MS10] . With this cohomology it is also possible to consider deformations of Homassociative algebras, where the multiplication and the structure map are deformed. We start by giving the complex for the cohomology of a Hom-associative algebra A with values in itself. The cochains are given bỹ
we will denote a n-cochain by the pair (ϕ, ψ), where ϕ ∈HC This is so, because otherwise the differential would involve α −1 , what we do not want, since we consider α to be not necessarily invertible. The same is true forHC 1 α . If α is invertible one can add these components and the corresponding differentials. In this case also Theorem 18 simplifies. But we will not consider this further.
We define four maps, with domain and range given in the following diagram :
The map ∂ αα :HC
is also the classical differential for Hom-associative algebras, but the bimodules structure is modified by α, this means
is the commutator of α and ϕ defined by
and finally ∂ αµ :HC n α →HC n+1 µ is defined by
for x 1 , . . . , x n+1 in A.
With this we set
Note that we are considering a difference in this formula. We have chosen this convention, because so the single differentials look more natural.
Therefore, we get the following theorem :
Proof. We only need to show ∂ 2 = 0. This is a lengthy but straightforward calculation. We will give it here to some extend.
The terms 28 cancels with 29, 24 with 26, 31 with 33 and 25 with 32. Exchanging the indices in 30, one sees that it cancels with 27. The remaining four terms can be easily arranged to
Next we check ∂ µµ ∂ αµ = ∂ αµ ∂ αα explicitly. On one side we get
On the other side one has
Now (41) cancels with (42) and (45) 
and
Using the multiplicativity it is easily seen that the two sides agree. This completes the proof.
Definition 16. We denote byHB
The cohomology of (HC(A), ∂) isH C(A) H B(A)
and we call it α-type Hochschild cohomology of A with value in itself and denote it bỹ HH(A).
Similarly one can define the cohomologyHH(A, M ) with values in an A-bimodule (M, α M ). We denote the left and right action by ·. In this case we have:
for n ≥ 2,HC 1 (A, M ) = Hom(A, M ),HC n (A, M ) = 0 for n ≤ 0 and differentials
The proof for ∂ 2 = 0 is completely analog to the proof of Theorem 15.
Relationships with other Hochschild-type cohomologies
We establish the connection with the cohomology given in [AEM11] . For this we consider only elements where the summand inHC α is zero, this means pairs of the form (ϕ, 0). The condition ∂(ϕ, 0) = 0, corresponds to ∂ µµ ϕ = 0 and ∂ µα ϕ = 0, since the other two parts vanish. Since ∂ µα ϕ ∈HC(A) α and we want this part to be zero, we consider only the subcomplex where ∂ µα vanishes, this is HC Proof. This follows directly since the complexes and the differentials agree by definition.
As stated above in the associative case the cohomology is completely determined by the Hochschild cohomology. In fact we have the following Theorem 18. Let A be an associative algebra, thenHH
Proof. Since α = id, we have ∂ µα = 0, ∂ k+1 αα = ∂ k µµ and ∂ µµ agrees with the Hochschild differential. We prove the statement by induction over k. For k = 1 the statement is clear. For (ϕ, ψ) ∈HC(A) to be closed, we must have ∂ αα ψ = 0, so it is a cocycle in the ordinary Hochschild cohomology HC k−1 (A) and so cohomologous to an element in HH(A). W.l.o.g. we can assume ψ is this element. Thenφ ∈HC
Now, we consider the case where α is invertible, in this case the construction in the previous proof can be generalized. For a linear map ψ :
Proposition 19. Let ψ : A ⊗(n−1) → A be a linear map, which satisfies ∂ αα ψ = ∂ µα ϕ ψ . Then (ϕ ψ , ψ) is a n-cocycle of A.
Proof. We consider ξ(x 1 , . . . , x n ) = α n−2 (x 1 )α −1 (ψ(x 2 , . . . , x n )) and calculate ∂ µµ ξ.
Using this it is easy to see that
Since we assumed ∂ αα ψ = ∂ µα ϕ ψ , then we get the result.
Note that the condition in the previous theorem can be written explicitly as
If ψ commutes with α, this reduces to ∂ αα ψ = 0. For n = 2 the condition means that ψ is a conjugate α-derivation. Note that in the associative case, i.e. α = id, every cocycle is cohomologous to a sum of two cocycles, where ones has the form (ϕ, 0) and the other one the form (ϕ ψ , ϕ). It would be interesting to know whether this is always the case if α is invertible, see also Section 3.3.
L ∞ -structure
It would be nice to have an L ∞ -structure on the complexHC(A), for a vector space A, such that the Maurer-Cartan elements are precisely the Hom-associative algebra, and the differential is given as usual in this context. It is clear that on elements of the form (ϕ, 0) this should reduce to the Gerstenhaber structure given in [AEM11] . It is also clear that since the equations for the Hom-associativity and mutliplicativity are not binary that it cannot be an ordinary Lie algebra but must be a true L ∞ -structure. Unfortunately we do not know such a structure, but one can try to construct it degree by degree. Using a computer, we were able to do this for the low degrees, up to degree 5. Since the terms become quite long we only give the terms needed to do deformation theory here. But we first state the following conjecture:
Conjecture 20. There is an L ∞ -algebra structure on the complexHC(A), such that the Maurer-Cartan elements are precisely multiplicative Hom-associative algebras on A, and the differential defined above is induced from it.
We give the brackets with values in degree up to 2, where the degree here is shifted such that degHC n = n − 2, so the multiplication and structure map are of degree zero. With
deg 1 :
It is well known that a L ∞ -algebra on a graded vector space V can be given by a coderivationl on the graded symmetric algebra S(V [1]), which squares to zero. The derivationl is completely determined by its corestriction to V , which we will denote by l :
. In our case we have V =HC(A), and l is given by the brackets defined above.
To prove that this is in fact a L ∞ -structure, it is easiest to consider a graph complex. This is based on the approach for example in [Mar10] for defining L ∞ structure governing deformations if one knows a model for the corresponding operad. We refer to previous reference for details. Another way to see this is using the fact that a codifferential on the cofree conilpotent cooperad gives a L ∞ -structures as we want it here, see [LV12, Section 10.5]. To use this one has to use the weight graded dual of the free operad given here, i.e. graded by the numbers of generated. We only give the general ideas here since, we only need it as a tool to motivate the brackets defined above and to show that they form in fact an L ∞ -structure, which one could also do by hand.
The graph complex consists of planar rooted trees formed by vertices , , ,
. This means, it corresponds to the free operad generated by these operations. We consider the graphs to be graded, such that deg( k ) = k − 2 and deg( k ) = k − 1. This means in particular that and , which correspond to α and µ, are of degree 0. The differential is given by ∂ = ∂ = 0,
It is an easy calculation to show that ∂ squares to zero. There is a pairing between a graph and an element ϕ 1 · · · · · ϕ k · ψ 1 · · · · · ψ l of the graded symmetric algebra S(HC) with values inHC(A). It is given on the generators by
α . For general graphs it is given as the sum over all permutations of possible assignments. Note that since the objects are graded this includes signs. This results in a tree with each element decorated by an element ofHC this can be made to an element inHC again by composition as the tree describes. Proposition 21. A Maurer-Cartan element on this L ∞ -algebra is a Hom-associative algebra, and for a Hom-associative algebra structure (µ, α) the differential in degree two and three onHC are given by ∂(ϕ, ψ) = l(e (µ,α) (ϕ, ψ)).
Proof. The bracket defined by graphs are the same as the brackets given above. It is clear by looking at the defining equations that a Maurer-Cartan element for them is a Homassociative algebra and the differential in degree two and three are given by these brackets as ∂(ϕ, ψ) = [µ, . . . , α, . . . , ϕ] µ + [µ, . . . , α, . . . , ψ] µ , [µ, . . . , α, . . . , ϕ] α + [µ, . . . , α, . . . , ψ] α ), µ, . . . , α, . . . stands for zero or more insertions of α and µ. This can be written as ∂(ϕ, ψ) = l(e (µ,α) · (ϕ, ψ)).
α-type cohomology under Yau twist
We study now the relation between two Hom-associative algebras related by a Yau twist.
Let A be a Hom-associative algebra and γ a Hom-algebra morphism of A. We consider the Hom-associative algebra A γ obtained by Yau twist.
Proposition 22. If (ϕ, ψ) is a n-cocycle of A, which commutes with γ, i.e. γϕ = ϕγ ⊗n and γψ = ψγ ⊗(n−1) , then (φ,ψ) = (γ n−1 ϕ, γ n−1 ψ) is a n-cocycle of A γ .
Proof. We show that∂(φ,ψ) = γ n (∂(ϕ, ψ) ), where ∂ denotes the differential in A and ∂ the one in A γ . This is an easy calculation, we show it for one of the differentials, the others work analogously.
We aim to study the α-type cohomology of Hom-associative algebras of associative type. This includes in particular the case where α is invertible. For this we first need another complex, which gives a cohomology for an associative algebra and an endomorphisms on it. The cohomology of a homomorphism between two different algebras is well known and was introduced in [GS83, GS85] . More recently a L ∞ -structure on this complex was found in [FMY09, FZ15] . To consider the cohomology of an endomorphism one just has to consider the complex, where the cochains corresponding to the different algebras agree. The complex for an associative algebra A and an endomorphism γ is given by
for n ≥ 2, C 1 (A, γ) := Hom(A,Ã) and C n (A, γ) = 0 for n ≤ 0, whereÃ is the algebra A regarded as an A-bimodule with the action twisted by γ, i.e. the left action is given by a · b = γ(a)b for a ∈ A, b ∈Ã and similarly for the right action. The differential for an element (ϕ, ψ) ∈ C n (γ) is given by ∂(ϕ, ψ) = (∂ µ ϕ, −∂ µ ψ + ∂ γ ϕ), where ∂ γ is given by ∂ γ ϕ = γϕ − ϕγ ⊗n and ∂ µ is the ordinary Hochschild differential. Note that again we have used {0} instead of Hom(K,Ã) in the low degrees since this simplifies making the connection to the α-type Hochschild cohomology.
This cohomology can be computed, using spectral sequences. But since the bicomplex only has two rows not much of the theory is needed. We denote by H(C(γ), ∂ µ ) the cohomology with respect to ∂ µ and ∂μ. On this there is a differential induced by ∂ γ . With this we have Proposition 23. The cohomology of the total complex H(C(γ), ∂) = H(H(C(γ), ∂ µ ), ∂ γ ).
Proof. This follows directly considering the spectral sequence associated to the bicomplex C(γ) with the vertical filtration, since then the differential on the second sheet already vanishes, since the complex only has two rows.
If one knows the Hochschild cohomology of the algebra A well, this can be computed quite easily. Also note that there is a chain map (
given by ϕ → γϕ, which is even an isomorphism if γ is invertible.
On the other hand the other iterated cohomology H(H(C(γ), ∂ γ ), ∂ µ ) is in general not isomorphic to the cohomology H(γ), since there is still a non-trivial differential on it. Only the cohomology with respect to this differential gives the total cohomology. However it turns out that this differential vanishes in nice situations. If this is the case every cocycle is cohomologous to either one if the form (ϕ, 0) or one of the form (0, ψ). Now let A be an associative algebra, γ an algebra map and A γ the Yau twist of A by γ. Then we can define a map Φ :
where
Theorem 24. The map Φ is a chain map, so it induces a map in cohomology. If γ is invertible it is an isomorphism and especially the corresponding cohomologies are also isomorphic.
Proof. The fact that it is a chain map is a straightforward calculation. If γ is invertible, the inverse of Φ is given by
which is easy to check.
Using this proposition and the previous remarks on how to compute H(γ) it is possible to compute the α-type Hochschild cohomology of A γ , if one knows the Hochschild cohomology of A. Especially we have Corollary 25. If (A, µ, α) is a Hom-associative algebra, such that α is invertible, then its α-type cohomologyHH(A) is isomorphic to H(A α −1 , α), where A α −1 is the associative algebra obtained by Yau twist of A with α −1 .
Corollary 26. Let (A, µ, α) be a Hom-associative algebra of associative-type andÃ the corresponding associative algebra, such thatÃ α = A. Then H(Ã, α) is a subspace ofHH(A) via Φ.
Deformation theory including the structure map α
In this section we consider deformations of Hom-associative algebras and their descriptions using the cohomology defined in the previous section. Up to now mostly the case where only the multiplication is changed is discussed. But here we want to consider the more general situation where the multiplication as well as the structure map are deformed. We study the deformation equation and describe infinitesimal deformations. Moreover, we discuss obstructions to extend a deformation of order n to a deformation of order n + 1 and show that they gives rise to 3-cocycles in the α-type Hochschild cohomology. We also give a generalization of the well known fact that a deformation of a commutative algebra gives rise to a Poisson algebra.
First we want to recall the basic definitions of formal deformations using formal power series as introduced by Gerstenhaber in [Ger64] .
Let In the following we set α 0 = α and µ(a, b) = µ 0 (a, b) = ab. We say that a deformation is of order n if a ⋆ b = n i=0 t i µ i (a, b) and α ⋆ = n i=0 t i α i such that µ n or α n is nonzero.
Definition 28. Two deformations (A[[t]], ⋆, α ⋆ ) and (A[[t]], ⋆ ′ , α ′ ⋆ ) of a Hom-associative algebra A are said equivalent if there exists a K[[t]]-linear map T on A[[t]] of the form
Given a deformation of A and an isomorphism T as above, one can also define an equivalent deformation by a ⋆ ′ b = T −1 (T (a) ⋆ T (b)) and α ′ ⋆ (a) = T −1 (α ⋆ (T (a))). It is clear that equivalence of deformations is an equivalence relation on the set of deformations of a Hom-associative algebra.
Let (A[[t]], ⋆, α ⋆ ) be a deformation of the Hom-associative algebra (A, µ, α), where
and is equivalent to an infinite system of equations, called deformation equation with respect to Hom-associativity, such that the n th equation is of the form i,j,k≥0 i+j+k=n
Notice that the 0 th equation expresses the Hom-associativity of A. Now, rearranging the terms and using coboundary operators from Section 3, one may write the previous equation as (∂ µµ µ n + ∂ αµ α n )(a, b, c) = i,j,k=0,...,n−1 i+j+k=n
This again is equivalent to an infinite system of equations, called deformation equation with respect to multiplicativity, with the n th equation given by i,j=0,...,n i+j=n
which can be rearranged to
We denote by R 1 n the right hand side of equation (66) and R 2 n the right hand side of equation (69). The pair (R 1 n , R 2 n ) is called the n th obstruction. Since the deformation is governed by a L ∞ -algebra, we have the usual statement relating deformations and cohomology. 2. The n th deformation equations with respect to Hom-associativity and multiplicativity respectively, are equivalent to For an equivalent deformation (
. So the cohomology class of (µ 1 , α 1 ) and (µ ′ 1 , α ′ 1 ) are the same as claimed. Using the L ∞ -structure l defined in Section 3.2, we have ∂(µ n , α n ) − R n = l(e (µ⋆,α⋆) ) at order n in t, since both are equivalent to the fact that (µ ⋆ , α ⋆ ) is a Hom-associative algebra. Also l(e (µ⋆,α⋆) ) vanishes up to order n − 1 in t. In the following we write ν ⋆ for (µ ⋆ , α ⋆ ) for shortness. Since l is a L ∞ -structure, it satisfies l(e ν⋆ l(e ν⋆ )) = 0 and since ν ⋆ is a Maurer-Cartan element up to order n − 1 it satisfies l(e ν⋆ ) = 0 mod t n . So the n th order of (e ν⋆ l(e ν⋆ )) is given by l(e ν 0 (∂ν n − R n )) = ∂∂ν n − ∂R n = ∂R n and has to vanish as claimed.
Corollary 30. IfHH
3 (A) = {0}, every deformation up to order n can be extended to a full deformation. So especially for every 2-cocycle there exists a deformation, with it as first order term.
Proof. We use the notation of the previous theorem. If µ (n) = n i=0 µ i t i , α (n) n i=0 α i t i is a deformation up to order n, the deformation equation ∂(µ n+1 , α n+1 ) = R n+1 can be solved, sinceHH 3 (A) = {0} and (µ (n) + µ n+1 t n+1 , α (n) + α n+1 t n+1 is a deformation up to order n + 1. Continuing this for each order, gives a full deformation. If (µ 1 , α 1 ) is a 2-cocycle (µ 0 + µ 1 t, α 0 + α 1 t) is a deformation up to order 1, so according to previous observation, it can be extended to a deformation of A.
Proposition 31. If two deformations (µ ⋆ , α ⋆ ) and (µ ′ ⋆ , α ′ ⋆ ) have the same terms up to order n − 1, then we have ∂(µ n − µ ′ n , α n − α ′ n ) = 0 and there exists an equivalence up to order n if there exists a linear map S n : A → A such that ∂(S n , 0) = (µ n − µ ′ n , α n − α ′ n ). Proof. Let S = id +S n t n , we have
So S is an equivalence up to order n if
which can be written as ∂ µµ S n = µ ′ n − µ n . Similarly from αS − Sα ′ in order n, we get
So S = 1 + S n t n is an equivalence up to order n. Using the L ∞ -structure, we calculate with
Since ν and ν ′ equal up to order n − 1 the last term vanishes up to order 2(n − 1), so especially in order n. The first term in order n equals l(
Corollary 32. Every deformation is equivalent to one of the form
is a 2-cocycle, which is not a coboundary. IfHH 2 (A) = {0} every deformation is equivalent to the undeformed algebra.
If it is a 2-coboundary, by the previous proposition, there exists a equivalent deformation of the form (
, where the first non-trivial term is in order k + 1. Repeating this if necessary, we arrive at a deformation such that the first nontrivial term is not a 2-coboundary. IfHH 2 (A) = {0} every 2-cocylce is coboundary and the second statement is clear. Now, we define Hom-Poisson algebras and study their relationships to deformations of commutative Hom-associative algebras.
Definition 33. A Hom-Poisson algebra is a quatruple (P, µ, {·, ·}, α), such that (P, µ, α) is a commutative Hom-associative algebra and {·, ·} : A × A → A is a skewsymmetric bilinear map, called Hom-Poisson bracket, such that {α(a), {b, c}} = {{a, b}, α(c)} + {α(b), {a, c}} (Hom-Jacobi identity),
{α(a), bc} = α(b){a, c} + {a, b}α(c) (Hom-Leibniz identity),
for all a, b, c in A.
So a Hom-Poisson algebra is a Hom-Lie and a commutative Hom-associative algebra, such that the two operations are compatible.
A derivation of a Hom-Poisson algebra is a linear map ϕ which is a derivation with respect to the multiplication µ and also a derivation with respect to the Hom-Poisson bracket, i.e. it satisfies ϕ(ab) = ϕ(a)b + aϕ(b) and ϕ({a, b}) = {ϕ(a), b} + {a, ϕ(b)}. An α-derivation of a Hom-Poisson algebra is a linear map which an α-derivation for both the multiplication and the Hom-Poisson bracket, i.e. it satisfies ϕ(ab
We define the star commutator
It is easy to see that it satisfies the Hom-Jacobi identity (70) and the Hom-Leibniz identity (71). The following propositions shows that if A is commutative its first order terms give rise to a Hom-Poisson algebra on A.
Proposition 34. Let A be a commutative Hom-associative algebra and A ⋆ be a deformation of A. Then {a, b} = 
Taking the cycling sum over this gives the Hom-Jacobi identity. For the Hom-Leibniz identity we consider the Hom-Leibniz identity for the star commutator in first order this is
which gives the desired identity. Next we want to show that the Poisson bracket is multiplicative with respect to α 0 . This follows from
if one compares the first order terms.
Dually for the deformation of a cocommutative Hom-coassociative algebra, δ(x) = 1 2t (∆(x) − ∆ opp (x)) mod t defines a Hom-Poisson coalgebra.
As in the associative case the Poisson bracket is invariant under equivalence and also here we have Proposition 35. Given two equivalent deformations of a commutative Hom-associative algebra A, the corresponding Hom-Poisson brackets are the same.
Proof. If ⋆ and ⋆ ′ are equivalent there exists a T = id +
From which follows {a,
However different then in the associative case the Poisson bracket is not cohomologous to µ 1 . Instead we have that ({·, ·}, 0) is a cocycle. One can construct another cocycle, which is given by ( µ 1 (a, b) + µ 1 (b, a) ), α 1 ). This however is not invariant under equivalence. We suspect however that if α is invertible, one can construct a conjugate α 0 -derivation out of it, which is invariant, as in the case where α 0 = id, see Proposition 37. Now, we aim to study how the Poisson bracket and α 1 change under Yau twists.
Proposition 36. Let (A, µ, α) be a Hom-associative algebra, (A[[t] ], ⋆, α ⋆ ) a deformation of it and ϕ = ∞ i=0 t i ϕ i be a morphism of ⋆, then the algebra (A, ⋆ ϕ , ϕα ⋆ ) obtained by Yau-twist is a deformation of (A, ϕ 0 µ, ϕ 0 α 0 ). In the case that A is commutative the HomPoisson bracket is given by ϕ 0 {·, ·}, where {·, ·} denotes the Poisson bracket corresponding to ⋆.
this is easy to check. We also note that (α ϕ ) 1 = ϕ 1 α 0 + ϕ 0 α 1 .
In the case ϕ 0 = id, in the above proposition, we get a deformation of the same algebra, which also has the same Poisson bracket, but in general with different α 1 so the deformations are not equivalent in general.
Next we want to consider the case, when A is indeed associative, but is deformed into a Hom-associative algebra.
Proposition 37. Let (A, µ, id) be a commutative Hom-associative algebra and (A, ⋆, α) be a deformation of it, then α 1 is a derivation of the associated Poisson algebra and invariant under equivalence.
Proof. Using the proof of Proposition 34, especially the second order in Eq. (76), we get that it is a derivation of the Poisson bracket, since the terms involving µ 2 cancel. Since two equivalent transformations α 1 differs by the commutator [S 1 , α 0 ], the second statement is clear.
So in this case we are closer to the associative case, since we get from the first order terms a canonical invariant algebraic structure, which at least in simple cases should be enough to determine all deformations up to equivalence.
In the associative case especially the deformation of the symmetric algebra S(V ) for a vector space V is well studied and understood. In this case there is the well known theorem that any Poisson bracket admits a deformation, which was first proved by Kontsevich in [Kon03] . We can extend this to Hom-context in the following way.
Theorem 38. Let S(V ) be the symmetric algebra over a vector space V , considered as a Hom-associative algebra, and {·, ·} a Poisson bracket on S(V ) and α 1 a derivation of it, then there exists a deformation of it.
Proof. Using the theorem of Kontsevich there exits a deformation of the Poisson bracket, which we denote by⋆. Since α 1 is a derivation and Poisson derivation there exists a derivation D = α 1 + i D i t i of ⋆ as shown e.g. in [Sha17] . With this e tD is an automorphism of the form ϕ = id +tα 1 + O(t 2 ). Now the Yau twist ⋆ =⋆ ϕ has the desired properties.
Examples
In the case, where α is invertible, the cohomology can be computed using Theorem 24. Let V be a vector space with an endomorphism α. Then we consider the symmetric algebra S(V ) over V andα the extension of α to S(V ). With this we can define S(V, α) as the Yau twist of S(V ) byα. If α is invertible this is isomorphic to the free commutative Hom-associative algebra over (V, α).
Using the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg Theorem, it is not difficult to see that
The differential ∂ γ is well defined on this complex. So we get H(γ) = Λ k Derα(S(V )) ⊕ αΛ k−1 Der(S(V )) im ∂ γ , where Der γ (A) = {ϕ ∈ Der(A)|ϕγ = γϕ}. If V is finite dimensional and α, and consequentlyα, are diagonal the second summand simplifies tõ αΛ k−1 Derα(S(V )).
Next we consider the case α = 0. In this case every bilinear map defines a Homassociative algebra. It turns out that all differentials except low degrees are zero. In degree one, we have ∂ µµ ϕ(x, y) = xϕ(y) − ϕ(xy) + ϕ(x)y and in degree two ∂ αα ψ(x, y) = ψ(xy) and ∂ αµ ψ(x, y, z) = (xy)ψ(z) − ψ(x)(yz). So the cohomology in degree 1 consists of the derivations as always and starting from degree 4 it is the whole complex.
The other extreme case is when the multiplication is zero. In this case all differentials except of ∂ µα are zero. So the cohomology can be easily computed to bẽ
where Hom α (A ⊗n , A) = {ϕ ∈ Hom(A ⊗n , A)|∂ µα ϕ = 0} are the linear maps commuting with α. If α is diagonalizable, so is ∂ µα and we have Hom(A ⊗(n−1) , A) im ∂ µα ∼ = Hom α (A ⊗(n−1) , A).
Next we want to give two examples, where we compute the cohomology -or at least its dimension -in low degrees explicitly using computer algebra systems. The first is a Hom-associative algebra, which is not of associative type the second one a truncated polynomial algebra.
Hom-associative algebra not of associative type We consider the Hom-associative algebra, spanned by e 1 , e 2 with structure map α(e 1 ) = e 1 + e 2 , α(e 2 ) = 0 and multiplication e 1 e 1 = e 1 , e i e j = e 2 for all other i, j. Then using computer algebras system, we computed the lower cohomologies. It turns out thatHH(1) =HH 2 = 0, dim(HH 3 ) = 2 and dim(HH 4 ) = 10. The third cohomology is spanned by ψ(e 1 , e 2 ) = e 2 , ψ(e 2 , e 1 ) = e 2 , ψ(e 2 , e 2 ) = e 2 , ϕ(e 1 , e 1 , e 1 ) = e 2 , ϕ(e 1 , e 1 , e 2 ) = 2e 2 − e 1 , ϕ(e 2 , e 1 , e 1 ) = e 1 , ϕ(e 2 , e 1 , e 2 ) = e 2 and ϕ(e 1 , e 1 , e 1 ) = −e 2 , ϕ(e 1 , e 2 , e 1 ) = −e 2 , ϕ(e 2 , e 1 , e 2 ) = e 2 , ϕ(e 2 , e 2 , e 2 ) = e 2 .
Truncated polynomial algebra We consider a vector space V spanned by x, y and an endomorphism α of it. Then we can form the polynomial algebra S(V ) of it. We consider
. This is spanned by {1, x, y, x 2 , xy, y 2 }. The map α can be extended to this as an algebra morphism, which we denote byα, so we can consider the Yau twist A α . The cohomology of course depends on α. So we consider the different possibilities. We start with the case α = id. In this case dim(HH 1 ) = 10, dim(HH 2 ) = 25 and dim(HH 3 ) = 41.
In the case α = λ id, λ = 1, we have dim(HH 1 ) = 4, and the derivations are determined by ϕ(x) = λ 1 x + λ 2 y, ϕ(y) = λ 3 x + λ 4 y.
For the second cohomology, we have dim(HH 1 ) = 7. Four generators are of the form (ϕ ψ , ψ) with ψ = αϕ for ϕ ∈HH 1 . The rest is given by ϕ(x, y) = λ 3 y 2 − λ 1 xy, ϕ(y, x) = λ 2 x 2 + λ 1 xy.
For the third cohomology, we get dim(HH 3 ) = 3, so all comes fromHH 2 .
In the case α(x) = λ(x), α(y) = x+λy, this α is not diagonalizable, we have dim(HH 1 ) = 2, and it is given by
For the second cohomology, we have dim(HH 2 ) = 3, with two generators coming from derivations and ϕ(x, y) = x 2 = −ϕ(y, x).
For the third cohomology, we get dim(HH 3 ) = 1.
The next case is a α(x) = λx, α(y) = µy, with λ i = µ k for all i, k ∈ N. In this case dim(HH 1 ) = 2, namely
For the second cohomology, we get dim(HH 2 ) = 3, with two coming from derivations and ϕ(x, y) = λ 1 xy.
As last case we want to consider a diagonal α, but such that the eigenvalues are algebraically dependent, so we consider α(x) = 2x, α(y) = 4y. In this case dim(HH 1 ) = 3, namely the derivations determined by
For the second cohomology, we get dim(HH 2 ) = 6, with three coming from derivations, one is the same as in the previous case and
6 α-type Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology for Hom-bialgebras
In this section we extend the α-type Hochschild cohomology defined for Hom-associative algebras to Hom-bialgebras. We only give the definition here and reserve further study to a forthcoming paper.
As a shorthand notation, we set H i,j = Hom(A ⊗i , A ⊗j ), for a Hom-bialgebra A and i, j ∈ N. For i or j ≤ 0 we set H i,j = 0. (This is necessary since the differentials we are going to define, would involve α −1 or β −1 otherwise.) We define a bicomplex C
We denote an element in C GS n,m by (ϕ, ψ, χ, ξ). The algebra differential ∂ : C GS n,m → C GS n,m+1 is given by Since there are a lot of different maps involved we give a diagram depicting all maps, which start in C i,j GS :
Proposition 39. The differentials defined above make C GS to a bicomplex.
Proof. From the known differential of Hom-bialgebras [DM17] its follows that ∂ µµ ∂ ∆∆ = ∂ ∆∆ ∂ µµ . By doing essentially the same calculation, one gets the same for all parts C GS n,m ij → C GS n+1,m+1 ij for i ∈ {µ, α} and j ∈ {∆, β}. Next we consider the part C GS n,m µ∆ → C GS n,m αβ , for this we compute
This holds, since α and β commute.
Using that α is a morphism of ∆, it is easy to see that the two sides agree.
(1)
n )
On the other side we get
Using (17) and (15) we get
2 ) · ξ(x Similarly the other three terms can be manipulated, which shows that the two sides agree. C GS n,m α∆ → C GS n,m µ∆ ∂ µµ ∂ β∆ χ(x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) = α n−1 (x 1 ) · (∂ β∆ χ)(x 2 , . . . , x n+1 )
(−1) i ∂ β∆ χ)(α(x 1 ), . . . , x i x i+1 , . . . , α(x n )) + (−1) n+1 (∂ β∆ χ)(x 1 , . . . , x n ) · α n−1 (x n+1 ) = α n−1 (x 1 ) · ∆β m−2 µ 
n ) · α n−1 (x n+1 )
We note that µ n α (α(x 1 ), . . . , (x i x i+1 ), . . . , α(x n+1 )) = µ n+1 α (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ).
(∂ β∆ ∂ µµ χ)(x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) = ∆β m−2 µ With this and similar equalities it is easy to see that the two sides agrees.
This describes the deformation of a general Hom-bialgebra. More about deformations of Hom-bialgebras will be given in a forthcoming paper.
If one wants to consider only the case, where α = β, i.e. the structure maps are the same, and one wants the deformation to respect this or only consider algebras where this is the case one has two identify C i+1,j α∆ with C i,j+1 µβ and set C i,j αβ to {0}. Note that this does not respect the bicomplex structure, so the resulting complex is no longer a bicomplex. For example we have C 2 GS = H 2,1 ⊕ H 1,1 ⊕ H 1,2 . Since this is often considered we want to give some more details.
Proposition 40. Let (A, µ, α, ∆, α) be a Hom-bialgebra. Then the subspace of C GS given in degree n by elements of the form (ϕ i,j , ψ i,j , χ i,j , ξ i,j ) i+j=n , with ϕ i,j ∈ C GS i,j µ∆ , ψ i,j ∈ C GS i,j α∆ , χ i,j ∈ C GS i,j α∆ and ξ i,j ∈ C GS i,j αβ for all i, j, which satisfy ψ i,j = χ i−1,j+1 and ξ i,j = 0, is a subcomplex, i.e. it is preserved by the differential.
Proof. We need to verify that ∂(ϕ i,j , ψ i,j , χ i,j , ξ i,j ) i+j=n again satisfies the two constraints. For the first we have ∂ µµ χ i,j+1 = ∂ αα ψ i+1,j and ∂ µα ϕ i,j = ∂ ∆β ϕ i,j . For the second we have ∂ µα χ i−1,j = ∂ ∆β ψ i,j−1 since α = β.
So the complex can be given by 
